Recently-developed Finite Element/Volume Methods for the crosssectionally averaged 1-D shallow water equations in open channel networks are applied to idealized and real cases of dam break flash floods for their examination on robustness and versatility. The major differences among the schemes are the treatments of junctions and bends in the momentum equation as the internal boundary conditions. The computational results show robustness of the schemes. The results also show critical influences of the internal boundary conditions on the water surface profiles and flood arrival times, indicating that a necessary ingredient for their successful prediction is evaluation of the momentum flux with appropriately considering the channel configurations.
Introduction
Dams have played major roles in basic human activities, such as irrigation and hydroelectric generation. However, dams always associate failure risks resulting in flash floods potentially involving the loss of human life. Singh [1] summarizes more than 60 dam failures over the world, which include the St. Francis Dam failure in the United States of America in 1928 [2] and the Malpasset Dam failure in France in 1959 [3] , both of which resulted in more than several hundred deaths. Failures of earthen dams associated with irrigation tanks in Japan have been documented in Uchida [4] . Failures of natural dams, such as landslide dams [5] and glacial-ice dams [6] , have also been reported in the literatures. Costa and Schuster [7] summarize formation and failure mechanisms of natural dams. Prediction and risk analysis for dam break flash floods are key research topics in civil and environmental engineering because of their catastrophic impacts on human life and activity. Numerical simulation based on the shallow water equations (SWEs) [8] , which is a nonlinear hyperbolic system of partial differential equations with source terms, in particular have been serving as an effective tool for these purposes. The SWEs are broadly categorized into the following two types: the cross-sectionally averaged 1-D SWEs and the depth-averaged horizontally 2-D ones. Various numerical schemes have been developed for solving the SWEs, most of which rely on the finite volume method (FVM) based on the Riemann-solvers with the high-resolution techniques [9] . A weakness of these numerical schemes is the complexity in spatial discretization that may result in significant loss of computational efficiency. On the other hand, some researchers developed simpler and sufficiently accurate numerical schemes that rely neither on the Riemann-solvers nor on the highresolution techniques [10] [11] [12] . The authors developed staggered numerical schemes for the 1-D and 2-D SWEs with heuristic upwind methods for the momentum flux and the source terms based on the local Froude numbers [13] [14] [15] . For simulating dam break flash floods in mountainous areas where the watercourses are narrow and steep in particular, the 1-D SWEs work more effectively than the 2-D counterparts [16] . However, numerical resolution of the 1-D SWEs in such a case encounters a number of difficulties, such as irregular cross-sectional shape, channel bend, channel junction, wet and dry interface, shock wave, and depression wave. An accurate and versatile numerical scheme is necessary to solve the 1-D SWEs under the above-mentioned severe computational conditions. Although various numerical schemes for the 1-D SWEs have been developed in the literatures, only a few of them have been applied to real problems of dam break flash floods in mountainous areas mainly due to the difficulty in handling the above-mentioned issues.
The purpose of this paper is to apply different numerical schemes to dam break flash floods in idealized and real cases for their examination on robustness and versatility. The schemes examined are the Finite Element/Volume Method (FEVM) of Ishida et al. [17] , that of Unami and Alam [13] , and that of Yoshioka et al. [15] . Major differences among them are treatments of the junctions and bends as the internal boundary conditions (IBCs) whose influences are significant for the flows in the mountainous areas where both of the hydraulic elements are commonly encountered.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The 1-D SWEs are presented in section 2. The IBCs at the junctions and bends for the numerical schemes are presented in section 3. Section 4 performs applications of the schemes to the idealized and real cases of dam break flash floods. Section 5 provides conclusions of this paper.
Shallow Water Equations
The 1-D SWEs govern surface water flows based on cross-sectionally averaged variables. The 1-D SWEs defined along a single channel consist of the continuity equation
and the momentum equation
with the momentum flux F given by  . Application of the integral-based continuity equation (5) to single channels recovers the conventional one (1) . The continuity equation serves as an IBC at the junctions. In fact, taking the limit 0 r  in (5) yields the local mass conservation law
The momentum equation (2) must also be equipped with an IBC at a junction or at a bend. Without the loss of generality, a junction connecting m inflow reaches and n outflow reaches is considered since the IBC is local in nature. A junction with 1 mn  is regarded as a bend. The s abscissae along the inflow reaches end at the junction and those along the outflow reaches start from the junction. where , ij  is the non-negative coefficient to be determined.
Numerical Schemes
The 1-D SWEs are solved with one of the three numerical schemes, which are the FEVM of Ishida et al. [17] , that of Unami and Alam [13] , and that of Yoshioka et al. [15] . The three numerical schemes are referred to as M1-scheme, M2-scheme, and M3-scheme, respectively. Basically, these numerical schemes share a common spatial discretization procedure except for the IBC of the momentum equation. The temporal term of the continuity equation is fully lumped to enhance stability in handling wet and dry interfaces. The IBC (7) for each numerical scheme is specified as follows. 
which is replaced by 0 if its denominator vanishes. In the M1-scheme, the momentum equation (2) is regarded as the governing equation of the discharge Q as a scalar variable, while it is regarded as a vector variable in the M2-scheme and M3-scheme. This difference of the physical consideration among the schemes results in the difference in their formulations, which is indicated by the inclusions of the coefficient , cos ij  in the IBCs (9) and (10). The qualitative difference among the IBCs (8) through (10) 
From the physical point of view, the momentum difference F  should not increase at the junction since its increase means the existence of unphysical external forces at the point. According to Yoshioka et al. [15] , the IBCs (8), (9) , and (10) satisfy 0 F , (13) 0 F  (14) if the condition 
respectively, showing that only the M3-scheme unconditionally complies with the non-increase of F  . The M1-scheme does not comply with the condition, while the M2-scheme does if the channel configuration satisfies (15), which is satisfied for a bend. Influences of the IBCs on the steady flows in experimental open channels have been investigated in Yoshioka et al. [15] , indicating advantages of the M3-scheme over the others in simulating the flows with accurate prediction of the discharge for the downstream reaches of a junction. It should be noted that no or at least only a few numerical schemes for the 1-D SWEs except for the M2-scheme and the M3-scheme consider momentum losses at the junctions and bends as the physically-based IBCs.
Numerical Simulation
The numerical schemes presented in the previous section are applied to idealized and real cases of dam break flash floods to investigate their robustness and versatility. Since these numerical schemes have already been verified with the standard benchmark problems, such as the dam break problems in flat and friction-less channels and the steady flows over a bump [13, 15, 17] , this paper focuses on more complicated situations involving junctions and bends. Figs. 2 through 4 show computed water surface profiles with the M1-scheme, the M2-scheme, and the M3-scheme, respectively. All the numerical schemes compute the flows without numerical instability and significant spurious oscillations. The wet and dry interfaces are reasonably captured in the numerical solutions. There are qualitative differences among the numerical solutions around the bends C and F where the momentum in the flow should be dissipated due to the abrupt changes of the flow directions. Experimental investigations showed that an unsteady supercritical flow passing through a bend associates a bore propagating upstream [18] , which cannot be reproduced with the M1-scheme because it does not consider the effect of the bend in its formulation. On the other hand, the M2-scheme and the M3-scheme reproduce the bores, qualitatively agreeing with the results observed in the similar hydraulic experiments [18] 
Earthquake-induced Dam Break Flash Flood in Japan
The three numerical schemes are applied to a dam break flash flood due to a huge earthquake. The study area is Fujinuma reservoir (Sukagawa City in Fukushima Prefecture, Japan) and its downstream area where the villages and farmlands existed as shown in Fig. 7 . The reservoir associated Fujinuma Dam (N37.302, E140.195; WGS 84), an earth-fill type dam whose main embankment completely failed on March 11 in 2011 due to the Great East Japanese Earthquake with the maximum magnitude of 9.0 [19] . Distance between the dam and the epicenter of the earthquake was approximately 240 km. The failure of the main embankment of Fujinuma Dam resulted in a flash flood, which hit Taki village at its downstream within several minutes from the failure, washing away 19 houses, flooding 155 houses below floor level, and killing eight people [20] . The main embankment is currently in reconstruction. The auxiliary embankment of Fujinuma Dam, although which did not fail, was significantly damaged by the earthquake [19] . This fact indicates that there were potential risks of simultaneous failures of the main and auxiliary embankments. Numerical simulation in this sub-section focuses on an application of the presented schemes to a dam break flash flood due to simultaneous failures of the main and auxiliary embankments of Fujinuma Dam, which can be a possible scenario because both of the embankments were significantly damaged due to the earthquake. The computational domain is a multiply connected locally 1-D open channel network containing the reservoir and its downstream channels as shown in Fig. 8 . The computational domain consists of 327 elements and 327 nodes [21] . The domain has a number of bends whose modelling plays a crucial role in the present numerical simulation as shown in later. The cross-sectional shape of the channels is determined from the available topographical data in Google Map (Google Inc.). The upstream-end of the domain (A) is an impermeable wall. There are four junctions in the computational domain, which are the vertices B, D, I, and E, one of which (B) is in the reservoir serving as a diverging point of the flow. The vertices C and G are the main and auxiliary embankments. The vertex F is the downstream-end of the domain where a hydraulic drop is installed. The Manning's roughness coefficient is set as 0.035 (s/m 1/3 ) and the momentum correction coefficient as 1.1. Initial condition for the simulation is a steady flow with the constant discharges of 10 (m 3 /s) at the upstream-ends J and K and the critical flow condition at the downstream-end F. Initially the reservoir is assumed to be at the full capacity with the maximum water depth of 18.5 (m). Both of the embankments are instantaneously removed at the initial time 0 t  (s). Fig. 9 shows the computed water depth time series at the vertices D (Taki Village), F (downstream-end), and H (downstream-side of the southern valley) with the three numerical schemes. The computed water depths with the M2-scheme and the M3-scheme are not-distinguishable in the figure, while that with the M1-scheme is clearly different from the others around the peaks in particular. This difference results from the physically invalid formulation of the M1-scheme that does not consider the momentum losses due to the existence of the junctions and bends. The computed results at the vertex D, at which the flash flood from the main embankment directly strikes, shows that the peak water depth with the M1-scheme is lower than 90 % of those with the others. The M1-scheme also underestimates the water depth at the vertex H. The computed results at the vertex F (downstream-end of the domain) shows that the M1-scheme predicts 130 (s) earlier flood arrival time than the others. Fig. 10 shows the computed hazard maps, indicating that there is no significant difference among the inundation maps with the three numerical schemes. The total inundated areas are computed as 3.651 (km 2 ), 3.537 (km 2 ), and 3.536 (km 2 ) with the M1-scheme, the M2-scheme, and the M3-scheme, respectively; relative difference among them are smaller than 4 (%). This is considered due to the fact that the hazard maps do not reflect dynamic behaviour of the flash flood. The hazard maps indicate severely flooded areas around the vertex D and the vertex I (Paddy field). 
Conclusions
The three numerical schemes for solving the 1-D SWEs, which are the M1-scheme, the M2-scheme, and the M3-scheme, were presented and applied to dam break flash floods in the idealized and real cases. All the numerical schemes computed the solutions without numerical instability and significant spurious oscillations. The computational results revealed qualitative differences among the numerical schemes in simulating the flash floods. The computational results of the idealized test case showed that the M1-scheme cannot simulate the bores propagating upstream from bends that the other schemes can reasonably simulate. This difference stemmed from the difference in their formulations; whether the momentum flux is treated as a vector variable or not. Quantitative difference among the numerical schemes was also indicated in the numerical simulation of the dam break flash flood due to the simultaneous failures of the main and auxiliary embankments of Fujinuma Dam in Fukushima Prefecture, Japan. The flood arrival times at the key nodes were remarkably different among the numerical schemes, implying the importance of the IBC in applications. The computed hazard maps were not clearly different among the numerical schemes. Future research will focus on implementations of the numerical schemes to risk analysis on flash floods due to failures of dams in Japan whose risk analysis have not been carried out yet regardless of their high potential failure risks.
